CCSC Pre-work:
ASSIGNMENT ONE:
Write a minimum 800-word minimum essay on L2L Chapter 15 Sections 15.1,
15.2, 15.3, and 15.4.
ASSIGNEMNT TWO:
A Resume (as if you were applying for the Winter Encampment Executive Staff)
Length: One page

ASSIGNMENT THREE:
You were chosen to serve as the Cadet Commander of an encampment. Write a
welcome email to your staff that details your vision, sets your expectations, and
that inspires them. Length: Minimum 2 paragraphs

Homework due 23rd September 2018
The grading rubrics for the L2L Essay and Resume will be the same ones used for
the SDAs. The letter to staff grading rubric can be found on the Texascadet.org
website under the CTEP tab regarding CCSC Homework.

Please email ALL documents to:
lisalovesairsoft@gmail.com
tomasmaldonado787@gmail.com
20goldfarbs@gmail.com
cbaker@txwgcap.org
strull@txwgcap.org

The purpose of a Resume is to provide a summary of your skills, abilities and
accomplishments. It is a quick advertisement of who you are. It is a "snapshot" of
you with the intent of capturing and emphasizing interests and secure you an
interview. It is not an autobiography. Cadet officers should understand how to
gear a resume towards a desired position, such as an upcoming encampment. Not
only does a resume display your accomplishments, it exemplifies your attention
to detail and organizational skills on a simple piece of paper.
As young leaders in the TXWG, you will begin to move up in positions with higher
responsibilities and individuals who are looking towards you for guidance and
direction. The purpose of a commander’s welcome email is to instill the vision,
expectations, and inspiration within the Cadet Staff. Much like an introduction,
you have one email to convey who you are as a leader and the path you and your
staff will pay for an upcoming activity. It is your chance to make a good first
impression on cadets you may have yet to work with and a chance to reaffirm the
confidence your staff is placing in you and your vision for the activity.

